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This knowledge product is part of the work undertaken by the AfDB’s Climate Change and Green Growth 
Department (PECG), in the context of their work with the Climate Investment Fund’s Forestry Investment 
Program (CIF FIP).

The AfDB organized a international working conference called “African Forestry Investment Conference 
(AFIC) ” on June 13th and 14th 2017, in Accra, Ghana. The invitation-only event brought together 65 key 
players from the financial services and plantation forestry industries, senior government officials, independent 
experts, smallholder associations and civil society to discuss how ‘purpose-built’ financing models can be 
developed to help support the development of a world class plantation-based industry in Africa. 

The conference showcased the key features of the recently announced US $24 million AfDB and CIF FIP 
loan to Form Ghana and explored how this innovative deal could be replicated across the continent to 
enable large scale reforestation of degraded land.

The two days conference was led by the technical director Darius Sarshar, independent consultant well 
known for his extensive international experience in sustainable forestry and agriculture investment. This 
document prepared by the technical director builds on the the results of that conference, the AfDB’s 
experience and experts inputs.

The conference organisers would like to thank co-sponsor International Union for Conservation of Nature 
(IUCN),  and all conference participants (listed in annex) for their support for the event. This report aims to 
lead to tangible progress in unlocking capital flows for forest sector development in Africa. 

All conference presentations can be accessed here: http://newforestsforafrica.org/conference-june-2017/
presentations2017/
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The global forest products industry is currently undergoing a profound shift from low-intensity production 
based on the logging of natural forests, to high-productivity forest plantations. Forest plantations currently 
provide approximately a third of global industrial timber supply1 but production is expected to more than 
treble over the next three decades as the timber supply from natural forests remains static and demand 
continues to rise in both African markets and globally in line with per capita GDP and population growth. 
The rapid growth in plantation timber production will come through a combination of area expansion and 
increases in productivity achieved through improved genetics and silviculture.  

The greatest opportunities for growth in the forest plantation sector will be developing countries and in 
particular in Africa where land availability is greatest, growing costs are relatively low, biological productivity 
is amongst the highest in the world, and demand growth in the coming decades will be strongest. This will 
require very significant new capital flows to finance large scale afforestation with industrial timber species. 
Instead Africa has experienced double digit growth in wood products imports annually since 2000 and there 
has been virtually no new planting during the last two decades2. At the same time, government plantations 
have seen a rapid decline in area of standing forest, as harvesting rates have exceeded new planting. The 
afforestation of degraded or unproductive land could generate the raw material resource for new labour-
intensive downstream light manufacturing wood products industries, and offer significant climate mitigation 
and adaptation benefits. Given the high profile commitments to the Sustainable Development Goals, the 
Paris Climate Agreement and other initiatives such as the Bonn Challenge, it would be a tragic missed 
opportunity if this situation persisted and Africa continued to be a net importer of forest products beyond 
2050.

1 Jürgensen, C., Kollert, W. and Lebedys, A. 2014. Assessment of industrial roundwood production from planted forests. FAO Planted Forests 
and Trees Working Paper FP/48/E. Rome. Available at http://www.fao.org/forestry/plantedforests/67508@170537/en/

2 Except for a few isolated examples by smaller privately-owned companies and smallholders

CONTEXT
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Existing sources of finance

Greenfield forestry is currently unbankable. The most widely planted commercial forestry species generally 
take at least 10 years to mature enough to become cash flow positive from thinnings or final harvest and 
commercial banks will only finance the capital requirements of building processing facilities where there 
is an established raw material supply and market for the products, enabling the facilities to turn a positive 
cash flow in their first or second year of operation.

Institutional investors are also reluctant to invest. The specialist forestry asset management sector (called 
Timberland Investment Management Organisations or TIMOs) that manage over 65 billion in assets for large 
institutional clients such as pension funds and insurance companies are attracted to forestry as an asset 
class due to its capacity to act as a portfolio stabiliser. Key characteristics of the asset class in the main 
forestry investment markets such as the US, Australia and New Zealand are the combination of low volatility, 
low correlation with financial asset markets , and a steady cash yield from annual timber harvests selling 
into large, well established forest products industries with diverse market exposures both domestic and 
international. Greenfield forestry in pioneer or emerging markets offers few, if any, of these characteristics 
and if it does, investors will have high return expectations due to sovereign and currency risk considerations 
making most investments non-viable . As a result, approximately only US $200 million has been invested by 
institutional investors in Africa (ex RSA) over the last decade.

The Development Finance Institutions (DFIs) have been the second largest investors in African forestry over 
the last decade, providing in the region of $280 million in capital (both debt, equity and fund investments) but 
even they have proved largely unable or unwilling to fund greenfield plantation development projects. The 
only TIMO operating in Africa, Criterion Africa Partners, manages over half of this capital through its Africa 
Sustainable Forestry Fund, but the Fund focusses on brownfield assets, not new plantation establishment. 
And the debt and equity financing provided by the DFIs directly to companies has been focussed, like the 
commercial banks, primarily on funding the construction and operation of processing facilities. In 2014 
the IFC announced an initial commitment of $30 million to finance the establishment of new eucalyptus 
plantations that will be part of a US $2 billion vertically integrated pulp and paper business in Mozambique 
belonging to Portuguese company Portucel who plan to build a pulp mill in 2025.

The largest financiers of greenfield plantation operations in Africa over the past decade have been private 
high net worth investors who have made substantial equity investments of approximately US $400 million in 
new projects. Indeed four of the five largest plantations  established over that period (ex RSA ), have been 
financed almost exclusively by high net worth individuals (HNWIs).  

CONFERENCE 
CONCLUSIONS
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Forest products market outlook

The scale of existing financing to the sector (approximately US $1billion in total investments over the past 
decade) is small compared with the scale of resource development required to establish a world class 
plantation industry in Africa and to meet even the most modest forecasts of industrial roundwood demand 
growth. Africa, the largest continent, current supplies the smallest proportion of global industrial roundwood 
(4%) of any region. If industrial roundwood production in Africa ex RSA were to double between now and 
2050 to approximately 70 million m3, at an average Mean Annual Increment of 20 m3/ha/year across all 
plantations (including both mature and immature plantations, fast and slower growing species), this would 
require a total industrial plantation area of over 3.5 million hectares. Current plantation area in Africa ex RSA 
is approximately 1.5 million hectares, which means approximately 2 million hectares of new plantations 
would be needed. Based on a very approximate capital requirement of US $2,000/ha, this would require US 
$4 billion in financing for greenfield plantation projects. 

Whilst the figures cited above are very approximate, they do indicate the scale of financing required to 
achieve even modest increases in the plantation resource in Africa. Based on modest assumptions of 
1.5% CAGR , global industrial roundwood demand will rise to 3 billion m3 by 2050, which represents a 
requirement for an additional 1-1.2 billion m3 per annum. This is at the lowest end of forecasts. Even based 
on these modest assumptions, however, the figures totally dwarf the additional 35 million m3 used in our 
calculation of additional plantation area required in Africa and excludes figures for firewood and charcoal, 
which account for approximately 50% of global wood consumption and a much higher proportion in Africa.

Some projections of global roundwood demand such as that published by WWF in 2011 , anticipate increases 
in demand for wood, particularly for bioenergy, of 4% CAGR until 2050 as the world undergoes a major 
transition to an economy based on biomaterials in order to limit global temperature rise to 2 degrees Celsius 
above pre-industrial levels. This would require global planting levels to be in the region of 3-5 million ha per 
annum until 2050, at the same time as deforestation comes to a halt.  With almost half of the available land 
for establishing new forest plantations being located in Africa, the continent could also account for almost 
half of the new forest establishment which would imply annual levels of afforestation and reforestation in 
Africa of 1.5 million hectares, which is total area of forest plantations that currently exist on the continent 
(ex RSA).     
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New financing models

The conference concluded with a plenary discussion on how to unlock purpose-built capital to finance 
plantation establishment in Africa. There was broad consensus that concessional finance from bilateral or 
multilateral donors, such as that provided by FIP in the AfDB/Form Ghana transaction, was essential to risk 
share alongside other capital providers. Such blended finance models are based on grant funding being 
provided in the form of 0% interest, long term loans in a subordinated position to other forms of capital, such 
as equity or debt from DFIs, private investors, commercial banks and possibly also institutional investors. 
With FIP funding being fully allocated, and the need to mobilise capital at a larger scale, the Green Climate 
Fund was identified as a potential source of concessional finance. Three potential delivery mechanisms for 
such blended finance were identified:

1) Long term debt and equity financing direct to existing companies. There are significant 
afforestation and reforestation opportunities on land adjacent to and under the current ownership/
leasehold of existing forestry companies.  These companies are likely to provide the quickest and 
lowest-cost vehicles to expand forests in Africa.  AfDB’s loan to Form Ghana is an example of this, and 
offers a replicable model for larger scale debt finance for plantation expansion.  Wherever possible, 
companies should be encouraged to work in close partnership with smallholders, both outgrowers 
and those with customary rights over land assigned on the companies for plantation development. 
In this way, wood supplies and development impacts can be maximised with companies ensuring 
that the infrastructure and technical assistance needs of smallholders are met, whilst also providing 
a guaranteed market for the product. Successful community partnerships could enable more rapid 
plantation establishment and encourage companies to establish processing facilities earlier on in the life 
of an investment, thereby reducing the period of negative cash flows. Ghanaian forestry smallholders 
represented at the conference were reporting pest and disease problems with teak and were growing 
predominantly native species as substitutes for natural forest timbers, rather than faster growing species 
being selected by the plantation companies, suggesting more widespread development of company-
community partnerships could greatly assist smallholders in Ghana.  This model was being used to a 
limited extent by APSD and Form in Ghana, and York Timbers recognised that in South Africa, where 
there is widespread use of outgrower models, there was also a need for industry to retrospectively 
recognise customary rights and develop commercial partnerships with communities located within 
their plantation areas.

2) Smallholder grant schemes. The success of the Ugandan Sawlog Production Grant Scheme, 
which was established with EU and Norwegian grant funding, was recognised at the conference. The 
scheme has supported the establishment of 50,000 ha of commercial plantation over a period of 12 
years by SMEs with a grants programme providing reimbursement of 50% of the costs of plantation 
establishment and maintenance. The objectives of the scheme were to increase rural incomes through 
commercial tree planting by private sector actors and local communities, help meet the medium and 
long term industrial and market demands for sawlog products and mitigate the effects of climate change. 
In additional to direct beneficiaries of the scheme, many private growers have used the technical 
guidelines and local capacity built up during the programme to develop their own plantations without 
grant funding. A proposal was also made for a debt finance facility to be developed for the Ugandan 
Tree Growers cooperative, who’s members would pledge their established plantations as collateral, 
with funds used to expand the plantation area and develop primary processing facilities.

3) A new greenfield forestry private debt or equity financing facility. A facility combining a 
blend of concessional funding and more commercial investors (eg the DFIs and other institutional 
investors) and focussing exclusively on developing greenfield assets, was proposed. The Fund would 
seek to develop well located, professionally-run plantation businesses with close links to downstream 
processing and domestic and export markets across Africa and exit over a 10-15 year timeframe to 
industrial players  or TIMOs backed by institutional investors. A proposal was made for AfDB to seek 
funds to undertake a feasibility study to further develop the fund concept.
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Adopting a mix of approaches is likely to be the most pragmatic approach over the short to medium term 
and a single fund could be developed to pursue most if not all of the strategies above. The advantages 
for donors of engaging and leveraging their funding in this way is not only that multiple development 
and climate change objectives can be made with these interventions, but that engagement at the 
earliest stages of development of a new land-based resource enables strict criteria to be applied when 
environmental and social risks and impacts are at their greatest.

AFIC2017 Speakers at the conference (top) and during the field trip (bottom)
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ANNEXES
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Participants List

Title First Name Last Name Organisa�on 
Mr Isaac Acquah Ghana Environmental Protec�on Agency   

Mr Kwame Asamoah Adam Ghana Timber Millers Organiza�on  

Mr Adewale Adeleke  West Africa Biodiversity and climate Change 

Mr Andrews Adjei - Yeboah Private Afforesta�on Developers Organiza�on   

Mr Gustav Adu Kumasi Wood Cluster Associa�on 

Mr Kwadwo Owusu  Afriyie  Forestry Commission 

Mr Kofi  Agyei  Bullion Rubber Planta�ons  

Mr George Asamoah Amankwah Private Afforesta�on Developers Organiza�on   

Mr Alhassan  Andani Stanbic Bank Ghana 

Mr Paul Ankrah Winniwood Consul�ng 

Mr Seth Appiah-Kubi A Rocha Ghana 

Mrs Gloria Asare Global Bamboo Products Limited 

Mr Mads  Asprem Green Resources 

Mr Mathieu Auger-Schwartzenberg  FSC - Africa 

Mr. Vincent Awotwe-Pra� Biodiversity Heritage Associates 

Mr. Paul Kossivi Ayikoe Africa Verte Togo  

Mr Kojo  Benchi  Bentsi-Enchill 

Mr Ghassan Bitar John Bitar & CO Ltd.  

Mrs  Sonia  Borrini African Development Bank 

Mr Hugh  Brown Forestry Commission 

Mr Fraser Brown IUCN NL 

Mr Kofi  Debrah Oko Forests 

Mr Ellio� Dudley Earth Observa�on  

Mr Bismark  Dzineku Northern African Regional Rep. Forestry Students 
Associa�on 

Mrs Enam Eyiah Carbon Project Developer 

Mr Richard Fusi African Development Bank  

Mr Ayité Gaba Togo Timber  

Mr Dela Gadzanku Ipalco Ghana/ Gad Furniture Ltd. 

Mr. Theo Gadzanku Gad Furniture Ltd. 

Mr Kassim Gawusu-Toure African Youth Ini�a�ve on Climate Change 
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Mr Peter Love� Savannah Fruits Company 

Mr Emmanuel  Mate Kole Bentsi-Enchill  

Mr Hans Michel Arbor-Care Group  

Mr Abdul Samad Mohammed Miro Forestry Company 

Mr Robert Nabanyumya UNDP Uganda  

Mrs Ada Ndeso-Atanga FAO - Regional Office for Africa 

Mr Godwin Nkrumah  Bentsi-Enchill  

Prof Daniel  Ofori Forestry Research Ins�tute of Ghana 

Prof Dan  Ofori  Forest Planta�on Investment Forum 

Mr Erasmus Owusu Permian Global Ghana 

Mr Michael Pentsil Forestry Commission  

Mr Juho Pen�lä Indufor  

Mr Gareth Phillips African Development Bank  

M. Eddie Prah Forestry Commission  

Mrs Sandra Razanamandranto  Rainforest Alliance 

Mr Pamela  Sackey Greener Impact Interna�onal  

Mrs  Leonor  Sales African Development Bank 

Mr Darius Sarshar SLB Investment Advisory  
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Mr Ron Strikker Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands  
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08:00 Registration 

08:55 Welcome Remarks 

09:00 

Welcome address 

* Afriyie Owusu – Chief Executive Forestry Commission Ghana 

09:15 

A New Type of Forest Finance: The Ghana Public Private Partnership 

* Rik Sools – Deputy Director Form International 
* Paul Hol – Executive Director Form International 
* Richard Fusi – Senior Investment Of�icer Private Sector Department 
African Development Bank 

10:00 Discussion & questions 

10:30 Networking Break 

11:00 

Plantation Forestry in Africa: An Operational Perspective 

* Pieter van Zyl – CEO York Timbers 
* Erik Knive – CEO Green Resources 

* Finn T. Jacobsen – CEO African Plantations for Sustainable Development 
(APSD) 
* Robert Nabanyumyah – Consultancy Uganda 
* George Asamoah Amankwah – Private Afforestation Developers 
Organisation (PADO) 

12:40 Discussion & questions 

13:10 Lunch break 

14.10 

Forest Products Markets in Africa: Demand & Supply 
* Paul Ankrah – Principal Winniwood Consulting 
* Juho Penttilä – Consultant Indufor 

14:50 Discussion & questions 

15:10 Networking Break 

15:40 

Forestry Regulations & Industrial Strategy: A Governance 
Perspective 

* Vincent Awotwe-Pratt – Consultant Biodiversity Heritage Associates 
* Prof. Dan Ofori – Chairman of Forest Plantation Investment Forum 

* Dr. Daniel Ofori – Director CSIR Forestry Research Institute of Ghana 

16:40 Discussion & questions 

17:00 End of day 1 

17:30 Reception 

Conference programme

Tuesday 13 June 2017
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17:30 Reception 

08:55 Welcome Remarks 

09:00 
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* Mads Asprem –  Director NewAfrica 

* Alhassan Andani – CEO Stanbic Bank 

* Jim Heyes – Managing Director Criterion Africa Partners 
* Paul Jacovelli – Forestry Investment Advisor UNIQUE GmbH 
* Gareth Phillips – Chief Climate Change & Green Growth Of�ice 
AFDB 

10:40 Discussion & questions 

11:10 Networking Break 

11:40 

Plenary Discussion: Tackling the Key Finance, Regulatory, 
Market and Operational Barriers to Forest Sector 
Development in Africa 

13:00 Close of the Conference followed by lunch 

Wednesday 14 June 2017
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Conference’s photos
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All the photos are available here: https://www.flickr.com/photos/afdbgroup/albums/72157685283904905

https://www.flickr.com/photos/afdbgroup/albums/72157685283904905


For more information on the CIF and the AfDB,

please contact:

climatefinance@AfDB.org

Climate Change and Green Growth Director:

Anthony Nyong,

a.nyong@AfDB.org

Climate Change and Green Growth Divisiion 

Manager:

Gareth Phillips,

g.phillips@AfDB.org

Climate and Environment Finance Division Manager:

Al-Hamndou Dorsouma,

a.dorsouma@AfDB.org

AfDB CIF Coordinator:

Leandro Azevedo

l.azevedo@AfDB.org

AfDB CIF COMMUNICATIONS
Clare Fleming, c.fleming@afdb.org

AfDB CIF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
Sonia Borrini, s.borrini@afdb.org

ABOUT THE AfDB

The African Development Bank (AfDB) Group is a multilateral 

development finance institution, comprised of three distinct 

entities: the African Development Bank, the parent institution, 

and two affiliates, the African Development Fund (ADF) and 

the Nigerian Trust Fund (NTF). The overarching mission of the 

AfDB group is to promote sustainable economic growth and 

reduce poverty on the African continent. 

This is sought to be accomplished through the investment of 

public and private capital in projects and programs that seek to 

reduce poverty and improve the livelihoods of African citizens. 

To finance its mission, the AfDB makes every effort to mobilize 

internal and external resources to promote investment in its 

Regional Member Countries. Resources are usually mobilized 

through co-financing with other multi-lateral development 

agencies, specific trust funds as well as from financial markets.

Established in 1964, today the AfDB Group is Africa’s premier 

development finance institution. 

www.afdb.org




